
The shadow path is a deeply intimate journey. What is more intimate than exploring our innermost
hopes, fears, wounds, and areas of growth? The series intends to combine the magick of myth and
the light and dark of the divine feminine archetype. Together they offer a look beyond the façade

into the shadow aspect of the goddess as she hews a path inward for deeper exploration of the
inner self.

The intention was to lead you through different shadow traditions with honor and authenticity.
Giving all a chance to connect with their unique past, present, and future, whether guided by

ancestral energies or a personal sense of alignment. 
The rituals, offerings, and prose are mindfully crafted to foster a personal connection to the goddess
as a means of building a more intimate, profound understanding of self. You are encouraged to be
fully present in your senses, assimilating your experience in a journal so you can dictate your own

path and set personal, meaningful intentions.
You will be provided with established knowledge and longstanding wisdom for guidance and, at
times, structure, but ultimately, you are both the student and the teacher. As a daughter of the

divine, your birthright is one of receptivity and intuition. Use all your senses to navigate the shadows
so your innermost self can be borne of the light. 

Ultimately, rituals are not formulae like cake recipes or algebra. The objective is to avoid getting
lost in the perceived “shoulds” of ritual and find yourself in the magick. 

 
Creator, Goddess, Healer, Lover, and of course Maiden, Mother, and Crone. The Divine Feminine
archetype is expansive, inclusive, and abundant even when constrained by patriarchal societies.

Many believe the Divine Feminine is experiencing a modern rebirth. Celebrated by those who long
for completion, to be made whole again, reuniting their masculine and feminine, light and shadow. 
Because this disconnect is often rooted in spiritual fracture and emotional wounds, the process of
reunifying the self is nothing short of arduous, can be painstaking, and necessitates a journey into
the liminal spaces and darkness to recover lost parts of ourselves. Lost to self-sacrifice, insecurity,

codependence, maintaining a shallow façade, competitiveness, and victimhood. Leading to us
eschewing our femininity to gain a false sense of belonging, control, and strength. 

The Shadow Path of the Divine Feminine is a homecoming, helping you reclaim your receptivity,
vulnerability, compassion, and gifts of unconditional love, fostering authentic security, sovereignty,
and empowerment. In this way, the Shadow Path of the Divine Feminine is not one of being taught.
It is one of learning, not of being led but seeking, not of knowing but asking, not of achieving but

experiencing. 
Just as Gaia works according to her own rhythms, you set the pace and intentions for your walk

along the Shadow Path, taking as much time as you need to fully immerse yourself in your sensual
and psychic experiences. In every moment of this journey, strive to embrace the healing power of

connection, reception, and communication - the embodiment of the Sacred Feminine. 
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Settling in to watch something thrilling, spooky, or mystic, the action often begins when the gaudy
fortune teller, haunting seer, or unexpecting ingénue has a vision! Clairvoyance is perhaps the most
well-known psychic or Clair sense; we are often met with depictions of those who see crystal clear

images of the past or future, disregarding the multiple ways of connecting to the divine and our own
sense of inner knowing and overlooking that clairvoyance is not crystal clear as it may seem. 
The common misconception is if a vision doesn’t play out in front of us like a movie, it is not

clairvoyance. When in fact, you can experience these visions as you would memories, in your mind’s
eye, as a still image, brief grainy flashback, or lengthy, vivid recollection. These visions can be

images of the past, present, future, or omens from spirit and may come in the form of daydreams,
nightly dreams, or visual anomalies like flashes of light or movement in the corner of your eye.

Meditation and visualization are excellent ways to strengthen this sense. Simply allow your mind to
constructively wander.

Clairaudience may present as a ringing, buzzing, or ‘whoosh’ of air in the ears and is rarely an
external audible voice, though it does occur. We may even initially experience clairaudience as our

own thoughts. Although with time, it becomes easier to discern the little voice in your head that
patters on from the voice of divinity and inner knowing. A great way to develop your gifts of

clairaudience is to spend time in green spaces filled with the white noise of nature, opening yourself
to voices of nature spirits and plant allies. 

Empaths have a heightened sense of clairsentience, although clairsentience is a common experience
that is often overlooked or disregarded as a hunch or gut feeling. Have you ever picked up an herb,
seen an animal, handled a stone, or heard the name of a deity for the first time and felt an instant
sense of synergy and alignment? The same psychic sense makes us unsettled in someone’s company

or tells us to pick up the phone and call a loved one. 
The distinction between clairsentience and claircognizance can be a challenging one to make! It is
the difference between feeling and knowing. In much the same way you would see a curio for your
bone throwing set and feel its alignment with your cleromancy practice, you could also know it was

aligned. Many people are referring to claircognizance when they refer to intuition. Like
clairaudience, psychic insight can be a subtle sense that is easy to shrug off as your routine stream
of consciousness. Both clairsentience and claircognizance can be developed as you get a sense of

different herbs and stones to incorporate in your practice, or asking questions like, “which of
Hekate’s epithets has the wisdom I need most right now.” 
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Closely tied to four primary clairs, clairtangency, also known as psychometry, is the psychic sense of
touch. It is the experience of touching something or someone and seeing a vision, hearing guidance,
getting a feeling, or innately knowing something about it. It can be beneficial when gathering spell
casting supplies! Place your hand on the tools you wish to use and trust your inner knowing to tell

you what serves the greatest good and highest purpose and what should be shelved. As mentioned,
this gift may also apply to people, but you must be mindful to observe and not absorb, as the

saying goes. 
Often used for mediumship and channeling, clairalience is the psychic sense of smell. Have you ever

smelled a departed loved one’s perfume or cologne? Perhaps, you have been somewhere and
smelled a foul odor that forced you to make a quick exit. These are forms of clairalience.

Interestingly, just as our loved ones can reach out to us with their signature scents, deities can also
send messages, signs of patronage, or dissent through aromas. Be sure to brush up on corresponding

herbs for the gods and goddesses you work with in the eventuality that Hekate calls to you with
myrrh or Bast beckons you with cinnamon.

Ultimately, the psychic senses are much more than overdramatized parlor tricks. Clairs are valuable
inherent gifts or tools to be developed that can enrich your connection to the divine, communication
with spirit, and trust in your own inner knowing. How you build and exercise your psychic senses is an
individual choice, with no hard and fast rules. However, it is valuable to consider budding intuition
as you would the small voice of a timid child. To be silenced and discounted risks smothering the
voice indefinitely. Yet, to heed, appreciate, and honor the voice gives it courage, authority, power.

And, as they say, one voice can change the whole world!
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Often misrepresented, the shadow path is viewed as suited for the courageous and persevering. In
fact, the shadow path is for those who seek boldness, endurance, and strength. 

What we encounter only frightens us because it’s unfamiliar. We find pieces of ourselves along the
path, repressed by our own shame and fear, obscured by societal expectations and trauma. Just as

Dorothy did so far from home, the journey of the shadow path allows us to call back pieces of
ourselves, unappreciated and neglected, leaving us a more complete person.  During our passage

through the shadows, we find healing not only for ourselves but for past generations and the world. 
Whole and healed, our connections to ourselves, family, friends, spirit, and our craft are more

complete and enriching. Such brilliance to be borne of the shadows!
 

Walking the Shadow Path
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The universal unconscious parallels the personal unconscious in many ways. Both carry cultural and
spiritual truths, are imprinted with recent and distant, or modern and ancestral memories, and

record reoccurring themes of our life or culture borne of our experiences, dreams, literature, art, and
media. The difference is, the thresholds and recesses of our unconscious can only be accessed by us,

whereas the transpersonal unconscious is a throughway for all who were, are, and ever will be!
Carl Jung was the father of the collective unconscious and asserted that it held universal biases,
inclinations, and fears. Jung believed the ancestral memories influencing these predispositions

shaped personality, leading to his theories about archetypes. Jung described archetypes as images
and themes holding universal meaning across cultures, dreams, literature, art, and religion.
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1. Time & Space. The shadow path doesn’t have to be
overwhelming, but it is a substantial undertaking. Healing takes

time, and the processing of emotions needs space.
2. Receive & Reflect. Awareness is key! Remain open to messages

from spirit, and remember to devote ample time to connect to
your inner knowing.

3. Love & Compassion. Self-acceptance, self-compassion, and
self-love are powerful medicine along the shadow path. They are

part of your higher purpose too.
4. Process & Create. Not only will you want to document your
journey for posterity, with all the inner work you will be doing,

having a healthy outlet like journaling, art, or a book of
shadows, will facilitate your healing. 

 



 
The Benefits of Archetypal Work

According to Dr. Jung, the human psyche is founded in the collective unconscious rooted in the
primitive past. Based on this premise, working with the archetypes has a great deal to do with
introspection, understanding, and higher perspective. As we commune with the archetypes, we

encounter our shadow selves, achieve a greater understanding of ourselves and others, and heal
repressed wounds and trauma. 

The archetypes can empower us through self-acceptance, enabling us to realize growth in areas that
have long grown stagnant. Emerging as our most authentic selves and so too, our long-forgotten or

neglected gifts and strengths. The most significant benefit of our cumulative efforts is the
integration of the soul. 

 
Working with the Archetypes

Get started with some journaling. Simply jot down a few notes about who you are and see if you can
find any commonalities between you and any of the Jungian archetypes. If there is more than one,

make a note of them all, you can work with each individually or in tandem. 
Once you have chosen the archetypes that resonate, be sure to learn more about their shadow

energies, exploring how they resonate with you. Conversely, you may want to get started by doing a
brief overview of the archetypes and choosing one you really admire and would love to emulate and

another that triggers disdain or unease.
Subsequently, there are many ways you can get to know your archetype. You can read and journal
about gods, goddesses, or literary characters that you feel embody your chosen archetypes, select a

Matron or Patron archetype or associated deity you would like to honor, or commune with the
archetypal essence itself. Path walking, visualizations, meditations, tarot reflections, and lucid

dreaming are all great ways to create space for the archetypal energies you wish to welcome into
your life.
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Jungian Archetypes

Throughout his career, Jung identified a myriad of archetypes. Since then, the lists have been
abbreviated, added to, modernized, and customized! We will explore 12 relatively widely accepted
archetypes, but you are encouraged to seek out your own Jungian archetypes, finding whatever

classifications align best with your path of shadow integration. 
 

The Sage
Motivated by the search for wisdom and uncovering the truth. 

Shadow: May get lost in the details, and they loathe ignorance and deceit.
Goddesses: Cerridwen, Hekate

 
The Seeker

Motivated by the thrill of new discovery, whether within themselves or the world around them.
Shadow: May never be satisfied, seeking to fill an inner sense of emptiness.

Goddesses: Artemis, Diana
 

The Innocent
Motived by their ability to see the good in everything and everyone. They possess ineffable

optimism.
Shadow: May tend to “people please” and fear being deemed “bad.”

Goddesses: Persephone, Hebe
 

The Ruler
Motivated by their desire to bring order, they believe in their inborn position as leaders.

Shadow: May become tyrannical and struggle with delegation
Goddesses: Themis, Ma’at

 
The Lover

Motivated by loving and being loved, they are in love with love and sensual experiences.
Shadow: May fear being alone and develop superficial tendencies.

Goddesses: Aphrodite, Hathor
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Jungian Archetypes

The Magician
Motivated by growth and transformation, they are aligned with universal order and law. 

Shadow: Their will and mood are ever-changing. They are implacable and may be temperamental.
Goddesses: Hekate, Nephthys

 
The Creator

Motivated by self-expression and novelty, they love freedom because of the 
space it gives them to create. 

Shadow: May get so lost in reverie or the pursuit of perfectionism they fail 
to manifest their creation.
Goddesses: Athena, Brigit

 
The Caregiver

Motivated by protecting, nurturing, and contributing to the happiness of others.
Shadow: May end up being taken advantage of or assume the mantle of martyrdom 

Goddess: Demeter, Gaia
 

The Hero
Motivated to change the world, their endurance and vitality make this more than possible!
Shadow: May keep seeking battles for the sake of the fight and have a controlling nature.

Goddesses: Athena, Minerva
 

The Rebel
Motivated by forging their own path and making their own rules. The opinions of others 

pose now obstacles.
Shadow: May become self-destructive or begin breaking the rules for the sake of 

disrupting the status quo. 
Goddesses: Lilith, Sekhmet
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Jungian Archetypes

The Jester
Motivated by bringing levity to life. They are unabashedly themselves and encourage 

others to do the same. 
Shadow: May become hedonistic, lewd, lazy, or greedy

Goddesses: Bast, given the more hedonistic rituals that took place in her temple.
 

The Silent Majority
Motivated by the desire to belong and seeking the empowerment needed to take 

command of their own lives. 
Shadow: May seek belonging so much they end up getting lost in the crowd.

Goddesses: Aidos, Hestia. 
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The following are suggestions for spells and rituals as you walk the shadow path. Remember to

imbue yourself in your magick, allowing your intuition to be your greatest source of intuition and
know-how. 

 
Aligning with the Archetype 

Whether you choose to work with Goddess Hekate, the Strength Tarot Card, or one of Jung’s
archetypes, you can meditate on their shadow and light qualities, journal about the energies you

encounter, journey with them during a visualization, or craft a dream spell, letting your subconscious
take the reins.

 
Bring Shadow to Light 

During the waning moon phase, write down a traumatic event, shameful emotions, hidden attributes,
or other repressed energies and bury them. Under the waxing moon, unearth them, add them to a

cauldron with healing herbs, and light them on fire to symbolize offering them to the light.
 

Honoring the Shadow 
Connecting to your shadow, channel a few words to inscribe on a black candle. Light the candle
holding space and extend love to it as it burns. You can also fully embody the shadow through
primal movement and vocalization. When you feel complete, give yourself a loving embrace or

bathe yourself in herbs of love.
 

Mirror Magick 
Gazing into your eyes, look into the mirror and ask your inner knowing a question, receive whatever

wisdom comes, remaining open to any images that appear. You can also face your shadows by
making “I am” statements about repressed energies. For instance, I am afraid; I am jealous.

Remember to make affirming loving statements to conclude the ritual. 
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Affirmations

On the path to shadow integration, affirmations can provide the motivation, emotional support, and
inspiration you need to remain steadfast in your journey and focused on your greatest good and

highest purpose. You are encouraged to rewrite the following affirmations in a way that adds
personal meaning and resonates with your unique journey.

My shadow is as deserving of love as my light
I am willing to experience all my emotions

There is truth in my pain and wisdom in my wounds
I embrace myself as I am

My inner beauty is borne of both shadow and light
I am led by my inner truth

I am aligned
I am whole, I am complete

 
Journal Prompts

Record your responses to these shadow journal prompts. Remember to be authentic and, above all,
show yourself compassion.

What does shadow integration mean to you?
What are your 3 greatest fears walking the shadow path?

What are the 3 primary goals you want to achieve through shadow integration?
In what ways do you like yourself? In what ways do you not?

What lies do you tell yourself about who you are? How do they make you feel?
What is the most traumatic memory in your life? What has it taught you? How does it 

influence your life today?
Write a letter to who you were during this traumatic event
Do I trust my inner knowing? How can I build more trust?
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Describe your inner experience now. 
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Plant allies can provide inspiration, motivation, comfort, and companionship during your walk along

the shadow path. Different stages of your integration journey will benefit from different herbal
allies. You can experiment with herbal essences, teas, bath soaks, bundles, incense, amulets, or pillow

sachets. Remember to note which herbs you use with what effects in your book of shadows.
 

Herbs for Shadow Integration
Cleansing

Begin your journey with a purification ritual and repeat as often as needed. Set the 
intention to release all that no longer serves your greatest good. Consider using sage, 

mugwort, or lavender.
 

Grounding
Herbs like rosemary, cardamom, and sea salt can provide grounding, promoting emotional balance,

stability, and endurance. They are also known for their protective qualities.
 

Understanding
Wisdom, perception, and inner knowing are all needed and developed along the path of shadow

integration. Mint can foster wisdom, myrrh promotes discernment, and wormwood 
heightens psychic vision. 

 
Comfort

Emotional waters can get tumultuous as we explore the hidden psyche. Herbs like holy basil,
sandalwood, and gardenia promoting tranquility and providing emotional comfort can 

be valuable companions.
 

Release
We may have to mourn people, hopes, or parts of ourselves during shadow integration, but letting

go isn’t always easy. You can turn to frankincense, cedar bark, or eucalyptus oil for assistance.
 

Wholeness
The purpose of the shadow path is to be borne of the darkness, healed and whole. While it is your

gifts of insight, tenacity, vision, and truth that integrate your soul, cypress, rose, and willow can
contribute to your alignment. 
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Crystals can be powerful allies as you walk the shadow path, providing comfort and strength,
inspiring will and receptivity. To facilitate shadow integration, hold crystals in your hands, place

them on the body during meditation or visualization, or place them in crystal grids or on your altar
space to offer continual support. Crystal pendulums and scrying can help as you seek deeper

meaning along your path of self-discovery. Try to take note of each crystal you work with in your
book of shadows to serve future healing and as a remembrance of your journey.

 
Crystals for Shadow Integration

 
Pink Botswana Agate

Fosters courage and truth, allowing you to face your repressed parts. Balancing heart and mind,
Botswana agate channels both wisdom and compassion. Promoting wholeness, calling back to you

what is yours, and releasing what is not.
 

Black Moonstone
Governed by Maiden, Mother, and Crone, it fosters rebirth, transformation, and release. Formidable

support amidst the discomfort of change, this stone of the dark moon channels courage and
empowerment. Uncovering unresolved shadows, it is the optimal stone of integration.

 
Labradorite

Reveals hidden truths but also hidden pain, fear, and wounds. A scary prospect if it wasn’t for
labradorite’s profoundly soothing energy. A stone of honesty and understanding, it connects us to

our most authentic selves. 
 

Black Onyx 
Black onyx is the quintessential shadow work crystal, associated with ancestral healing, protection,

and hidden psyche. Deeply grounding, it provides stability and strength to dig deep within and
unearth that which yearns for the light. 
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